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ABSTRACT 
Toxic gas detector: now a day’s poor labors are suffering from toxic gas attack during drainage cleaning are cleaning underground 
tanks, many of people die from these attacks, some sensors are able detect toxic gases but these sensors are having some 
advantages like they are too expensive and operated by manually. so I try to overcome these advantages so I invent very cheap 
toxic gas detection module using some pretty components and using simple principles in science Radiation detector: This 
generation people having little fear about nuclear power plant, because of nuclear power plant produce some dangerous radiation, 
if it leak May some dangerous incident happen so I design radiation detecting sensor to detect alpha, beta, gamma rays Fire 
detection sensor: There is lots of fire detecting sensors are available in market. Also we use smoke detector to prevent from fire 
accident, but this sensor is totally different from these sensor this sensor detect heat rays and Temperature, this sensor capable to 
detect 5 degree Celsius. Multipurpose robot: Why robot? Now a day’s world is fully robotized using CNC devices, so I fix these 
three sensors inside the robot. This robot work semi automatically with help of user guidance. let’s see deeply about that. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 This multi-purpose robot designed to detect toxic gases, radiation detection and fire, and my motto is 

provide gadgets to poor labors in low cost, you ask so I design this robot using very cheap and best component, 

some component designed mostly using my own thoughts and using some basic principles.How it’s possible? In 

mass production of this robot. The total module cost is around rs.3000, if only need some specified module 

attached robot is around rs.800 on wards 

 

Toxic gas detector: 

 We all know that firing is the some type of chemical reaction are oxidizing process, If any think want to 

burn they need fuel and oxygen, so I use this basic law to invent toxic gas sensor, Construction of toxic gas 

sensor is too simple. 

 This sensor has fire detector and burner, Vacuum space inhales gas from workspace and burner try to burn 

if gas is burn there is no toxic gas, if it’s don’t burn there is a toxic gas present Working: The fuel and burner 

fixed inside the sensor, the vacuum space inhales the air and burner try to burn fuel, fuel need oxygen to burn, if 

toxic gas is found there is no oxygen appear because toxic gas is heavier then oxygen so oxygen is couldn’t 

appear, so burner won’t be burn if oxygen found burner burns and send message to user there is no toxic gas 
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Fig. 1: construction of toxic gas sensor. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Toxic gas sensor. 

 

Radiation sensor: 

 There are lot of sensors are available in market to detect radiation but they are too expensive and we need 

spent lakhs of amount to buy, but this sensor is too cheap cost around 100 onwards 

 

Construction:  

 

 
 

Fig. 3: radition detector construction.  

 

 This sensor constructed by metallic body and copper rod placed between the metallic body, copper rod is 

insulated from metallic body and metallic body and copper rod is connected to voltage source and also 

connected to voltage measuring device 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: radiation sensor. 
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Working principle: 

 The metallic body having air medium. If radiation is leak the air medium will ionized and conduct current , 

if current conduct conducted the current measuring device measures the current and warn user there is radiation 

is leak 

 

Fire detection sensor: 

 There are lots of sensor are able to detect fire but we mostly used to detect fire use smoke sensors but they 

have lots of disadvantages and they also to expensive. So I used heat radiation detector and light ray sensor if 

sensor detect fire it warn users. 

 

 
 

 This sensor connected wirelessly, If sensor detect fire it sent message signal to robot and robot has highly 

compressed co2 (CARBON DIOXIDE) inside tank and if fire sensor sent message to robot the robot find fire 

and Extinguish the fire immediately . 

 

Multipurpose robot: 

 

 
 

 Toxic gas sensor placed on the head& leg and radiation sensor placed on center of the body and fire 

detection sensor placed in eye and also has camera on eye, and also fixed motion detector, object tracker on eye 

.this module are connected and controlled by PIC MICRO CONTROLLER. And using MBLAB AND ISIS, 

ARIES to coding and simulation process. Using RF transmitter and transceiver for communication 

In future: 

 I try to design robot to manage disaster like tsunami, earth quake and landslides…etc. 

 To detect early are before earth quake using robot and recover people from disaster  

 To invent artificial intelligent robot using rat brain cells 

 Speaking assistance like apple’s Siri and Google’s allo using robot 
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